Woman in Red: A Novel

Alice Kessler spent nine years in prison for
the attempted murder of the drunk driver
who killed her son. Now she has returned
home to Grays Island to reconnect with the
son she left behind. Her boy, Jeremy, now
a sullen teenager, is wrongly accused of
rape, and mother and son are thrown
together in a desperate attempt to prove his
innocence. Alice is aided by Colin
McGinty, a recovering alcoholic and 9/11
widower, also recently returned to the
island in the aftermath of his grandfathers
death. Colins grandfather, a famous artist,
is best known for his haunting portrait,
Woman in Red, which happens to be of
Alices grandmother. In a tale that weaves
the past with the present, we come to know
the story behind the portrait, of the
forbidden wartime romance between
William McGinty and Eleanor Styles, and
the deadly secret that bound them more
tightly than even their love for each other.
Its a secret that, more than half a century
later, is about to be unburied, as Alice and
Colin are drawn into a fragile romance of
their own and the ghost of an enemy from
long ago surfaces in the form of his
grandson, the very man responsible for
sending Alice to prison.

- Buy The Red-haired Woman book online at best prices in India on Amazon.in. Read The Red-haired Woman book
reviews & author details andLady in Red has 45 ratings and 15 reviews. *TUDOR^QUEEN* There are many
wonderful insider anecdotes that comprise this book. Far from the opinion ofAn Amazon Best Book of the Year for
2016 Costa Book Award for First Novel finalist Dagger Award finalist Kate Hamers gripping debut novel
immediatelyMy story was first started as an English class assignment on urban legends. The assignment was to pick an
urban legend and make a story out of it, or to makeThe Girl in the Red Coat has 13040 ratings and 1731 reviews. Megan
said: Kate Hamers new novel, The Girl In The Red Coat, is the story of a mother w This myth-laden novel is further
weakened by the Turkish Nobel The Red-Haired Woman: The worst translation Orhan Pamuk has everThe discussion
questions and suggested reading that follow are designed to enhance your groups discussion of The Red-Haired Woman,
the latest novel by - 64 min - Uploaded by Politics and ProseOne of the most celebrated novelists at work today, Orhan
Pamuk is the first Turkish Nobel The go-to book for any woman currently at a cross roads in her life. It documents
Gilberts own adventures to Italy, Indonesia and India as sheLady in Red is the long-awaited collection of
behind-the-scenes stories and by long-time close confidante and aide, Sheila Tate, the book provides a rare andThe Girl
with the Red Balloon has 646 ratings and 233 reviews. Candace said: What a magical book! Love how everything comes
full circle and connects! PluThe Girl with the Red Ribbon has 248 ratings and 11 reviews. Tracey said: A wonderful,
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light fairy tale type story. Not what I would call gritty or real Lady in Red: A Novel of Mad Passions [Maire Claremont]
on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. The Victorian era was full of majestic beauty
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